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3. Their military options:

While talks proceed, the British fleet would, if say at Rio, be in the

neighborhood and able to get to the scene if the talks fail. At the same

time the Argentines, though troop units had been phased down, would

be able to reinsert their forces well before the British could return to

the scene. Both sides should perceive that this costs little in terms

of logistics.

Maybe this sort of framework for keeping both sides engaged and

not fighting is workable. It is, in effect, a Howler Baboon solution (see

attachment).
2

At least it is a last gasp possibility if all else fails. Let me

know what you think.

2

Not printed. The attachment is a quotation taken from the book African Genesis:

A Personal Investigation Into the Animal Origins and Nature of Man by author Robert Ardrey.

134. Memorandum From the Director of the Bureau of Politico-

Military Affairs (Burt) to Acting Secretary of State

Eagleburger

1

Washington, April 16, 1982

SUBJECT

Exports to Argentina

Derek Thomas called Bob Blackwill this afternoon to say that the

Embassy had heard there was a Bolivian cargo aircraft in Miami sched-

uled to fly on Tuesday, April 20th to Rio Gallegos, Argentina carrying

communications gear. The British think they smell something fishy.

We have checked quietly and discovered that:

1. There is indeed a Bolivian plane in Miami, scheduled for a

Tuesday flight to Rio Gallegos, due West of the Falklands.

2. It needs U.S. authorization to take off, which is issued by the CAB.

3. The cargo is “telephonic equipment.”

1

Source: Department of State, Executive Secretariat, S/S Special Handling Restric-

tions Memos 1979–1983, Lot 96D262, ES Sensitive April 10–19 1982. Secret; Sensitive.

Cleared by Blackwill.
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4. We have issued no export licenses for any kind of military

communications equipment to either country, but if it is civilian equip-

ment, no licenses are required.
2

5. The CAB (and FAA) who deal with the take-off clearances are

mildly interested because of the destination, but have no plans to do

anything at least until Monday.
3

If we want to stop the plane or alternatively insure that it goes we

should so inform the CAB. We will continue to check the facts in order

to avoid another LANDSAT screwup. But if the information above

does not change, I see no basis for stopping the Bolivian flight.

2

Burt drew an asterisk at the end of this sentence and wrote at the end of the

memorandum: “Here we go again!”

3

April 19.

135. Telegram From the Department of State to Secretary of State

Haig in Buenos Aires

1

Washington, April 16, 1982, 2048Z

Tosec 60058/102928. Subject: Eagleburger-Dobrynin Meeting on

Falkland Islands, SSOD.

1. (Secret)–Entire text.

2. Acting Secretary Eagleburger called in Soviet Ambassador

Dobrynin April 16 to present him with following non-paper on Falkland

Islands issue:

3. Begin text:

—The disinformation campaign being waged by the Soviet Union

regarding the role of the United States in the Falkland Islands crisis

has been carefully noted by the United States Government and will

not be soon forgotten. Soviet media commentary leaves no doubt that

there is a deliberate effort underway to distort U.S. efforts to avert

armed conflict. For example, Pravda on April 12 asserted that the U.S.

effort to play the role of “honest broker” masked the fact that the U.S.

1

Source: Reagan Library, Executive Secretariat, NSC Country File, Latin America/

Central, Argentina (04/15/1982–04/17/1982). Confidential; Immediate; Nodis. Sent for

information Immediate to Buenos Aires, London, and Moscow. Printed from a copy that

was received in the White House Situation Room.
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